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<< Press releases F.I.S.S.C. >>
MILAN, 08 September 2012: Held in date September 08, 2012 the periodic meeting of the governing council of the FISSC [Italian Federation
Of Soccer Supporters Clubs] organised in Milano, San Siro Stadium, by the Italian Association Milan Clubs. In the course of the meeting were
addressed important issues concerning the daily difficulties afflicting the various organised supporter clubs members of the Federation, which,
soon, will be brought to the attention of the Observatory for Sporting Events and also to the competent football institutions. Also analyzed, the
news in the press, pointing out the “supposed difficulties” created to the various organised supporters, in the interpretation and/or application
of the new circular n.26 of May 20, 2012, issued by the Observatory for Sporting Events, as confirmed in the communication of the same
Observatory in date September 6, 2012.
The new procedure, on the contrary, simplifies and standardises the relative procedural on the exposure of banners in all italian stadiums. This
prevents significant and unnecessary difficulties for those who simply wish to witness their sporting passion, as well as, their support for their
own team. The favorable position of the FISSC to such a less complex mechanisim, is also shared by the Andes [National Association of Delegates
for Security]. Among other things, the above procedure greatly reduces the time needed to present and submit the necessary applications for
authorisation to the various police forces, thus avoiding unnecessary situations of tension at stadium entrance. The FISSC [Italian Federation Of Soccer Supporters Clubs] underlining its
positive role vis-à-vis the Observatory for Sporting Events and the various national soccer institutions, hopes that more new decesions, are soon issued to the sole purpose of protecting and
preserving the healthy and right support activities in favour of one’s team, always a principle charaterising the activities of the Italian Federation Of Soccer Supporters Clubs.
Italian Federation Of Soccer Supporters Clubs
The president
Francesco Lotito

PESCARA, 12 October 2012: On the 12 and 13 October on occasion of the 35th anniversary of the fondation of the women’s club "Pescara Donne Biancazzure" the periodic working session of
F.I.S.S.C. [Italian Federation Of Soccer Supporters Clubs] was held in Pescara.
On the first day, Presidente Lotito opened the meeting of the executive council of the Federation. In the course of the discussion various aspects of the Federation activities were analysed,
focusing on some of the ongoing isues being discussed with the national football institutions.. In particular, much space was given to the ongoing discussions being held with the Observatory for
Sporting Events, discussions considered essential for the improvent of relations fans/institutions.
On the second day was held the conference having as its theme "The evolution of the female figure in the world of football”. Coordinated by the volcanic president Nella Grossi, president of
both A.N.F.I.S.S.C. [the Federation which represent all female fans clubs] and the Pescara club "Donne Biancazzurre". In the splendid hall of the Province of Pescara, the conference begun
under the moderation of journalists Antonio Monaco [Rai] and Mila Cantagallo [Il Messaggero]. After the welcome addresses of the Presidente of the Province of Pescara, the President of the
Regional Council of the Abruzzo, the mayor of Pescara , the regional councillor for sport and the Prefect of the Province of Pescara, discussions were opened for all present. In front of the
numerous audience, dominated by the predominant presence of representatives of "female fans" coming from all Italy and from abroad for the presence of Spanish and German representatives,
the head of delegation of the victorious National Under21 squad against Sweden which took place also in Pescara, Gravina, joined in the debate.
Mila Cantagallo, with a historical exposure on the evolution of “female fans” put the debate in full life, which was enriched by contributions from the President of Pescara Calcio Sebastiani, the
Vice President of A.N.F.I.S.S.C. Alberta Prandina, President Francesco Lotito and the council secretary of the F.I.S.S.C. Fiorella Brambilla.
Also appreciated the interventions of Delio Rossi, Filippo Galli, Pierfrancesco Visci as representatives of Pescara football history. In the presence of numerous journalists, of representatives of
Italian supporters and many ex-footballer glories of Pescara Calcio, a discussion ended the conference.

By Area Communicazione FISSC
<< Press release FISSC on the serious events durimg Livorno - Hellas Verona... >>
In relation to the shocking episode that has, unfortunately, characterized the match Livorno - Hellas Verona of 21 October
last, F.I.S.S.C. [Italian Federation Of Soccer Supporters Clubs] condemns the cowardly unconsidered aggression, perpetrated
to the memory of a man and an athlete, whose death has shocked the entire football world and not only; reiterates that
while recognising that this very seriuos behavior has been held by a minority of persons present in the guests sector of the
stadium of Livorno, certainly does not interpret the thoughts of the entire city of Verona and the majority of its fans;
however, F.I.S.S.C assume that what happened needs a strong and a decisive intervension on part of all the national football
"movement" of which F.I.S.S.C. retain to be part;
Interrogates why the match was not suspended
and therefore calls on all the bodies in charge of the world of football and not to indentify and strike those who have stained themselves of such a
cowardly action; stresses its desire, as an organised body representing various supporters associations distributed over the entire national territory, to
continue on the path of legality and the respect of those rules of "decency" that must characterise, in the opinion of this federation, the daily and
normal life in a stadium and not only; it espresses, finally, solidarity to the family of Morosini, to the Livorno calcio and its fans with the hope that
similiar behaviors will no longer occur.
Italian Federation Of Soccer Supporters Clubs
The president
Francesco Lotito

By www.osservatoriosport.interno.it

<< National register of banners : the Observatory gets the fans’ approval >>
The appreciation for the measure adopted by the National Observatory on Sportin Events which, however, was the subject of study with the representations of the fans, emerged clear in the
statement issued by the FISSC – Italian Federation of Soccer Supporters Clubs, following the meeting of the 8th September .
The statement read, among other things, that “The new procedure, on the contrary, simplifies and standardises the relative procedural on the
exposure of banners in all italian stadiums. This prevents significant and unnecessary difficulties for those who simply wish to witness their
sporting passion, as well as, their support for their own team. The favorable position of the FISSC to such a less complex mechanisim, is also
shared by the Andes [National Association of Delegates for Security]. Among other things, the above procedure greatly reduces the time
needed to present and submit the necessary applications for authorisation to the various police forces, thus avoiding unnecessary situations
of tension at stadium entrance”.
On the Observatory’s web site, up to today, have been published the banners of 29 teams [7 of Serie A, 10 of Serie B and 12 of the Lega Pro], which has
been sent by the GOS, the competent body authorised to give the go ahead for the exposure of the banners themselves.
This latter measure, such as the completion of the strategies implemented to date, goes in the direction of simplification of things, a theme on which
the Observatory is open to any type of dialogue.
This new profile is allowed from the excellent results achieved even in the prevention of racist behaviour, xenophobic, or in any case , offensive, hitherto consumed and exposed by the display of
banners.
In fact, before 2007, the date of the launch of this regulation, subsequent to a survey conducted at European level, it appears that there were many slogans and banners exposed in violation of
the Mancino law.

<< Launched the strategic guidelines for the current football season >>
In a recent meeting the Osservatorio, in the presence of all the members, has approved the principal strategies that will be developed in the course of the
current season.
The initiatives in agenda, all inspired by the principles of inclusiveness and improvement of the organization of security in the stages to increase the perception
of safety of the spectators, are born by the positive results obtained in the last season that confirm the positive trend, now consolidated, the knocking down of
episodes of violence.
To the historic low, matches with injured - 107 compared to 208 of 2005/2006 season [the death of Filippo Raciti] - such as the one injuries among civilians.
Extraordinary the knocking down of injuries among the Police Forces [66 with rispect to 510] testimony to the effectiveness of the strategies adopted that,
thanks to the collaboration of the Clubs, which have regulated the stadiums, have allowed the usage of the police forces outside the stadiums, leaving the
security activities within to the stewards, in accordance to the most advanced European standards.
Practically set to zero accidents along railway and highway routes, while the alert level is still high in contrast to the illegality with 121 arrests, 887 denunciation and 4,774 persons
subjected to Daspo.
Success continues with the implementation of the programme of the supporter card within the framework of which these were issued 30 June 2012, 1,200,00, and that has seen the Clubs
committed to realising also new instruments - such as the c.d. Voucher and the home card - always in compliance with the procedures for issuing and the technical specifications indicated by
the Observatory in the context of the supporter card programme.

By www.osservatoriosport.interno.it

Among the measures approved :



a booklet containing guidelines for the organisation of football matches that will imporve the homogeneity of speech and procedures at national level. The differences in

behavior, in fact, often constitutes grounds for disorientation among the fans;



the opening on the website of the Observatory of the National Register of banners. So far the Observatory have received requests for more then 350 banners referable to 41

clubs. Between these, 9 result already published on the site, which is scheduled for completion for the resumption of the Serie A;



the definition of the circularity of the supporter card. From this year, thanks to the computer system which has been set up, all the cards will be recognisable by the ticketing

system regardless of the issuing club;



the facilitation of the project “stadiums without barriers”. Within the Observatory, a specific working group delegated in launching interpretive guidelines in this sector, that

will resolve any uncertainty on the procedures for the removal of barriers, in reality, now numerous, which have proposed to do so.

<< Viminale Observatory, Supporters Integration Project Meeting in Milan: Supporters ara a resource >>
(ANSA) - ROME, 16 OCT - The fans are a resource: thats what has emerged from the meeting of the National Observatory on Sporting Events that was held at the G. Meazza Stadium
in Milan, presided over by Pasquale Ciullo, the chief of police in Milan Luigi Savina, the coordinator of the Football Supporters Europe - ESF Daniela Wurbs, as well as the
representatives of FISSC, Federsupporters and ANDES, the heads of the stewards of italian stadiums.
The occassion of the match of the Italian National team - that will see the participation of about five thousand danish fans - has provided the occasion to launch an integrated italian
project of international cooperation that is based on the principles of hospitality and the ability to make the away fans feel welcomed and part of sporting event. During the
meeting, the operating vice president Roberto Massucci emphasised that in the italian project for the security in sporting events, that today has led to a drastic reduction in episodes
of violence, can no longer set aside inclusions and development of positive support, protagonist of the event and its security.

By Paolo Stefanini

<< Football complies with the rules of the market, act like the amateurs do >>
The Serie A has begun. The italian fans feel frustrated. The football transfer market, a national sport in summer, this year has given lean
satisfactions. The big names left for other european leagues, our teams have begun a spending review… But there is part of the football movement
always accustomed to dealing with austerity, without the drugs of tv rights and without subsidies [unlike Serie B and Lega Pro]: its the amateurish
football [from Serie D to the third category]; the football played in the province. An interview with the president of the Lega Nazionale
Dilettanti [The National Amateur League], Carlo Tavecchio.
Few money. Little fame. Amateur football [from Serie D down to the third category] seems to be almost another sport in respect to the front stage of
the serie A. Playing on thousands of pitches in the province, its the real backbone of italian football. But unlike Serie B and Lega Pro receives little
aid from the top and must be self sufficient. Carlo Tavecchio, 69 years old, since 1999 is the president of the Lega Nazionale Dilettanti [The National
Amateur League]. In October there will be the election to renew the post and he assures: «I will re-candidate again». Coming from Como, already a bank executive, has been for twenty years
mayor of Ponte Lambro, a village in the Brianza comasca.
S: Tavecchio, the Serie A starts after a frustrating summer for fans. With a transfer market ruled by a time of crisis : made up of so many excellent transfers and few arrivals of real value…
I think that the situation which is evolving in Serie A, with presidents forced to do, compared to the past, ‘economic’ teams, is inevitable. It is the way that the big clubs must go
through. There is no other alternative. It either this way or the system will arrive to a point of collapse. Inter and Milan are examples of this route change. For the clubs of our
major division it is necessary to reduce the fixed costs, downsizing bank exposures no more manageable, take into account the the budget covers, also by becoming aware of the
fact that in Italy, revenues are almost entirely from television rights. And that withouth these rights, everything would have already collapsed. As president of the amateurs am
proud of the fact that in our league the clubs have budgets with civil law rules and must respond to the market normal dynamics : stand up alone; balance the accounts with the
advertising, the sponsors and the lowly revenue from match tickets and of the signages. We feel we are the healthy part of football. The world is going more and more towards a
net frontier between professionals and non; the serie A needs to downsize a little and avoid the financial follies of the past few years, and can stand on its feet again. We are
always used to do so. Much more hard for those who are in the middle…
S: That is?
The serie B has benefits for 70 milion euros. The Lega Pro [the ex serie C] for 25. Only in Lega Pro, then, given that between first and second division the number of teams are
seventy-one, it means an average of more than 350 thousand euros per team. In short a league which is not self-sufficient. Assisted leagues. We, on the other hand have only 10
million from the mutuality of television rights. For thousands of teams.
S: Thousands?
Only in serie D there are 166. And then there are all the minor leagues : about 500 clubs in Eccellenza, 1.100 in Promozione, 2.000 in Prima categoria, 4.000 in Seconda e 6.000 in
Terza. And then the 5-a-side league, the beach soccer and the women’s football… In short, under the Lega Nazionale Calcio Dilettanti we have 15 thousand clubs. And, attention:
every club has an average of six teams [the various youth sectors]. So we got more than 70 thousand teams and one milion four hundred thousand players. For every player who
makes it to serie A there are 12 thousand other applicants. And the work of the maturity and formation, falls on amateur football, more then on serie B and Lega Pro teams. In
short all falls on the Federation numerically the largest, that does not benefit of any income from the top but supports itself alone. Sooner or later we will have to put foward and
present the bill to the government…

S: The serie D has been doing as a basin also for the Lega Pro, in these last years, with the many recalls…
Yes, but now we are at a turning point. The FIGC President has declared textually that next year there will be a halt to recalls if the reform in
the format of leagues is not done. The Lega Pro has already defined as its ideal format of 60 teams [8 less than now], with three groups of 20
teams each without any division between first and second division. In these years, more than 35 teams have gone up from serie D to replace
teams not in place with their budget, unable to enroll in the Lega Pro championship. With the block of recalls and with a blocked format till
2014/2015 season the Lega Pro risks a hemorrhage of teams and even to dissolve…
S: So in your opinion what is the solution?
As I said: noting that we are moving toward a more clear-cut division between professionals and non. And pointing to an economic
sustainability of the various leagues and to a system no more assisted; finally without any aids. Don’t believe that for the amateurs there are no expenses. For a club, a season in
serie D costs between 400 and 600 thousand euros, with “particular” peaks of a milion. Considered that, after the ‘Lodo Petrucci’, paying a fee of 300 thousand euros, the teams
who cannot enroll among the professionals have the option to restart from the D instead of the Terza Categoria [paying 50 thousand euros they may start from the Eccellenza].
Thus there are fallen noblesse of large centers, with more chances of expenditure. This year, for example: Foggia, Taranto and Spal. As for a season in the Eccellenza league the
costs are about 300 thousand euro, one in Promozione 200 th0usand, in Prima Categoria 120-130 thousand, in Seconda 80 thousand, in Terza 50 thousand. And yet the way to
balance expenses are found. Obviously, in the major series especially in B and Lega Pro, the players are paid too much respect to revenue, and the system cannot sustain this…
Only in Serie D an emolument subject to a offhand retention of 20% is provided assoggettato a trattenuta secca del 20% [and therefore not declarable in the tax return] with a
maximum of 25,800 euro per year. In the minor divisions, on the other hand, there is only the reimbursement of the costs: 20 or 30 euros cents for every kilometer of distance in
travel expenses; the lunch for match day and the kit with shoes and game outfit.
S: So you feel culpably fogotten…
Its up to you. As regards the tv rights of Rai Sport, which transmits some of serie D matches, we get a miserable sum: not even 500 thousand euro per year. But we must shoulder
the costs of television production, so we just balance the costs. From the top – as said – arrive only bread crumbs. We are just snobbed. And yet, according to a study done by the
Sole 24 Ore, italian amateur football moves a turnover of a billion and a half euros per year. Much more that the turnover of several other federations of professional sports. We
move ahead and continue to invest. Now, with the Fornero law, we assumed 130 apprentices under 29, one for every of our provinciale delegation, in order to strengthen the bond
with the regions which is fundamental. We have an average of 400 spectators per game. Absolutely not bad at all. And, in serie D, we have allocated 600 thousand euros to be
divided in premiums for those who in the team more under 18 players then the 4 required as per regulation. We must invest in our youths in view of the future. And we need to
show that if don’t live beyond our means, we can do it. And not only in football.

By Ilvio Diamanti

<< 2012, the fans’ escape, the "faith" has gone >>
The map of fans in Italy is changing quickly and in a profound way. From the point of view of the extention to the territory boundaries. This is cleary shown from a survey by Demos-Coop
presented today in the pages of “Repubblica”.
The area of fans, in the first place, has been reduced to a considerable extent. Today its about 3 points less then 2011 but more than 9 compared to two years ago and even 13 compared with
three years ago. In 2010, however, in addition an italian on two says he is a football fan. Today little more than four out of ten. However, the only component of support that has increased, even
if slightly, its that more "tepid". The "italian passion" for football, seems to be dying down sensibly. For some years now. And today does not involve any more the majority of the persons.
Football matches still attract a large portion of people. A large minority. But, just, a "minority". This change has been poduced and accelerated, in large part, by the scandals that, for years,
eroded the environment. In a repeated manner. Without a solution of continuity.

“Calciopoli” yesterday, today the Betting Scandal. Tomorrow who knows. Scandals in Italy have no

end. And never do. From this the widespread climate of disbelief. In other words: the Italians, and the same fans, for the most part, do not believe in football. Too much influenced by interests
[for the 84%]. The betting scandal: almost a supporter on two believes this is a case of sports justice that has not been solved in the right way. Referees errors: to 53% of the fans [abouts 8 points
more then a year ago] think they happen in bad faith.
And thus thoughts of new technological innovations, such as the introduction of the “moviola” [slow motion] on the field. Nevertheless, its enough to doubt. Even the introduction of side lines
referees has not solved the problem. The fact is that football is suffering a crisis of trust - or distrust. In the eyes of the Italians and the same fans. And if yesterday despite everything, despite
the suspicions and the controversies, “support” resisted, this is no longer the case today. The distrust has started to erode the foundations of the building of football passion. Made more fragile
also by the economic crisis, which has reduced the "spending capabilities " of the clubs. Including those traditionally more important. The appeal of our championship has, thus been reduced.
For more than 6 fans out of 10 it has become less attractive than others.
It is no coincidence that, while the ampleness of support “for” a team has diminished significantly, support “against”, instead has increased. Touches almost 56% of supporters : 5 points more
than a year ago and 14 with respect to two years ago.
This year, the map of support on the basis of the preferred team, as drawn by the Observatory Demos-Coop has also changed. In this case, however, "sporting" reasons especially counts. Linked
to the results and the competitveness of the teams.
Juventus remains firmly and largely in lead of the preferences. Its incidence, however, has dropped, even if to a very limited extent. Less than a percentage point. Today its supporters
correspond to about 28 and a half per cent. The relegation and the difficulties of the years of “Calciopoli” has not eroded the base. On the contrary. The success and the victory of last year’s
title has confirmed, but not reinforced, its position. Probably it suffers from, more then the other teams, the general climate of distrust. Being the most "popular" team. With a wide base of
"tepid" fans. The most disturbed by the repetition of scandals and controversy. The novelty, rather, is that it remains the most hated. Convergent target of the supporters of the opposing
teams, that contend her the primacy for the championship. In a year, in fact, the share of supporters hostile to Juve has doubled : from 14 to 27%.
The other novelty is offered by the imposition, on a national basis, of new "actors" of support. That are changing the traditional hierarchies. Milan confirms its share of fans, around 16%. Inter
has, on the other hand, lost a considerable part of its supporters. Now stands at 14 and a half per cent : 4 points less than a year ago. While it has seen a considerable growth support for Napoli,
which has exceeded the 13% and follow closely Inter. Even Roma appears in growth : exceeding 7%.

This change in the orientation of support del tifo depends, in large part, from the results of recent seasons, which have seen Napoli achieve important results. In this sense, however, the
transfer market has had its weight considerably. Milan and Inter have in fact lost several big players - in some instances, even the so called “bandiere” [flags] of both team and fans. Its
explained in this way ithe growth of the “giallorossi” support. Animated by a transfer market which has satisfied its supporters. But, above all, by the arrival of Zeman, which beyond the
results, enjoys great charisma.
As a result, even the geography of support has changed. Up to a year ago Juventus was the team "most loved" in all the regions of Italy. Now no longer. Overtaken by Roma in the centre Italy
and by Napoli in the south.
In conclusion, it is difficult, not to evoke a parallel with politics. On the other hand, the relationship between football and politics has strengthened in recent years. Its enough to think how
Berlusconi has used it as a model and as a vehicle for his own politic motives.
From the start of his "descent in the political field". The name of his party, “Forza Italia”: the cry of support for the national team. His supporters, accordingly : “Azzurri”. The sections :
"club", such as those of the fans. In general, support has substituted the crisis of the belonging and of banners, in times of a loss of identity. On the other hand, the degree of political interest of
the fans is even, a little higher than that of the whole population. The same supporters, beyond the extreme positions of the “ultrà”, show precise political orientations. Left : Fiorentina fans.
Centre left : Napoli fans. Centre : Juventus fans. Centre right : the two Milano teams.
Unlike what happened in politics, however, scandals and polemics have not compromised the "faith" of the fans, until a few years ago. Today it is no longer so. The faith in the "system" seems,
in fact, seriously in decline. Toward the protagonists of football, judges and the sentences of the sport justice. Difficult to "believe" if the results and the standings of the last ten years have been
called into question. Sometimes overturned. In the end, even the most convinced of the "faithful" begin to doubt. To attend the football rites with less passion and regularity. While the less
passionate and the occasional fans, almost, have stopped going to mass. If not rarely. The few, public holidays.

By Ansa.it
<< Here is 'B FUTURA', the Second Division Club’s reply on stadiums - Abodi presents the new platform: “Defying the course of time” >>
With the law on stadiums which for quite a long time is awaiting the Parliament’s approval, its 'B Futura' - a platform for
developement for requalification and infrastructure developmemt - the answer chosen by the League of Serie B to the long
outstanding issue of italian stadiums. Its the initiative of the 22 second division clubs, with the involvement of some institutional
entities such as the Ministries of Infrastricture and Transportation, Economic Development and Environment, which was
presented on October 15, at the aditorium Via Veneto in Rome.
"This is not a conference, here we are actually producing the effects - assured the President of the League of Serie B, Andrea
Abodi - speaking of future is not easy, but with 'B Futura' we want to challenge the time and the situation and try to help
our 22 clubs, trying to interpret their needs. We dont want to spread any illusions , but to keep the ability to dream.
Even if the comparison between italian stadiums and those of the second division of the other European countries is
more then a nightmare. The average age of stadiums in Serie B is of 57 years [the oldest being the Braglia of Modena
with well-66 years], against the 17 of the english and even the 7 years of the german ones. And their terraces are often 2/3 empty. Six of these structures, moreover, can
be used by way of an exception because their capacity is below 10 thousand spectators. Only three out of 22 stadiums have all the sectors coverd; 13 have an athelics
track [with two velodromes] or got large spaces between the terraces and the pitch”.
“In 10 italian regions the Italian National team cannot play, between Serie B stadiums, the ‘azzurri’ could only play in Modena", is the further information provided by the
president of the ’Federcalcio’, Giancarlo Abete.
That is why 'B futura' - accomplished with institutional partners such as Unioncamere [for the analysis of the territorial context], Anci [for the definition of the administrative
process], Ance [preliminary standard infrastructure designs], Finmeccanica [processing avant-garde technology models] and the Institute for sport credit [identifying financing
instruments] and the advisor of the operation Kpmg -, wants to reverse the trend. In the end, as recognised by Abodi, "football is lived in the stadiums and we have the
obligation and the task to organise it at the highest level".
"We must be able to move independently", reiterated Abete who welcomed this initiative. From the number one of via Allegri came a shot to politics. "We need clarity on the law on
stadiums, but there is still hope in me - he said -. Keeping this sort of stalemate is useful to none. If there are not the conditions let it be said immediately in a clear and with
intellectual honesty and while respecting the will of Parliament, we will override and continue on our way".

By www.uefa.com
<< UEFA - Safety pledge at Vienna summit >>
The annual UEFA & EU Think Tank Conference on Safety and Security for the UEFA Champions League and UEFA Europa League took place in Vienna,
Thursday 13 September 2012.
Over 300 professionals from the qualified clubs, their police counterparts, stadium owners as well as UEFA member associations and government bodies
joined forces, providing a unique platform to iron out the operational issues and responsibilities for the new season of UEFA competition matches.
This year's conference theme was 'Raising the Bar – improving stadium and security operations'.
Opening the conference, the message delivered by František Laurinec, chairman of the UEFA Stadium and Security Committee and UEFA Executive
Committee member, was that safety comes first. "It overrides all other aspects of match organisation. Preventative measures are the best course of action coupled with sensible regulations that
are based upon real-life experiences. In safety we must always strive to better ourselves, developing good practices in harmony with an ever-changing society."
The EU Presidency message was equally strong. Loucas Louca, the minister of justice and public order for Cyprus, emphasised the crucial nature of teamwork, detailing that it is of minimal
benefit to only look at what a person did or did not do. The real benefits are found in the open and honest exchange of information. "It should not be forgotten that we are safeguarding people's
lives. There is no place for complacency or a blame culture – we can only progress through sharing and supporting."
Michael van Praag, chairman of the UEFA Club Competitions Committee and UEFA Executive Committee Member, commented: "It is our responsibility to work together to drive change,
creating the safest environment for football. Even for brand-new stadiums, the fact remains that these venues can only be as safe as the people who operate them. It is the subtle combination of
the physical and the personal experience that counts for everything and produces the ultimate in safety standards."
UEFA embraced this theory throughout the conference this year, referring to the 'P&S Factors' – which define the two main components of the overall safety equation. The P-Factor relates to the
state of the stadium infrastructure, and the S-Factor to the actual quality of the stadium management. A special session attended by stadium owners and operators and co-hosted by EVMI and
ESSMA focused on these issues. The outcome of this workshop will inform the development of a good practice guide by UEFA over the coming months.
The conference continued on a practical note, including an incident overview of the 2011/12 UEFA Champions League and UEFA Europa League seasons. This allows for a better understanding of
the extent and range of incidents that take place, and means that responses can be evaluated and improved upon.
It was followed by interactive workshops designed to provoke and stimulate discussion on safety and security matters. The content of the workshops was drawn from specific events that
occurred during UEFA EURO 2012, UEFA Champions League or UEFA Europa League matches. Video footage was used to trigger debate on topics such as the need for police presence inside
stadiums, the roles of the police and stewarding as well as the conditions for effective integrated stadium operations. Moderators from both UEFA and the EU Think Tank directed the talks.
The group also listened to presentations from Joyce Cook, the managing director of the Centre for Access to Football in Europe (CAFE), on the Access For All Good Practice Guide, underlining
the importance of easy access and comfort for disabled fans. Piara Powar the executive director of Football Against Racism in Europe (FARE), stressed the zero tolerance approach which must be
adopted towards racial discrimination.
Gianni Infantino, UEFA General Secretary, also highlighted the value of unity, invoking everyone present to better influence, invest and devote themselves to raising the safety bar. "I can assure
all our partners that UEFA will remain fully committed to supporting your efforts. Communication and transparency are vital. It is because we love football that we must work hand in hand to
stop the minority who seek to impact negatively on our sport."

By Giovanni Guiducci - www.tuttocesena.it
<< Women Fans >>
The presence of women on the terraces of football stadiums is now a widespread phenomena for many years. Today in Cesena the “tifose in rosa [the pink
fans]” within the Coordination Clubs constitute about the 30% of members. In the past arose some clubs consisting of women only, as that of the
“Cavallucce” or that of the “Amazzoni Bianconere”. And how can we not remember Grazia of Bellaria and Flavia, two hot headed and passionate Cesena
fans.
To the theme "the evolution of the female figure in the world of football” was dededicated the conference that was held yesterday 13 october on the
occasion of the second day of the regular session work of the F.I.S.S.C. held in Pescara, to which was present a good representation also of the Coordination
Clubs Cesena headed by the President Roberto Checchia and among others Johnny Pastorelli and Andrea Schiaroli of the excutive council of the
Coordination, Mirco Bartolini of the club ‘Cuore Romagnolo’ and Francesco Guiduzzi of the club Ki Birichìn of Savignano
S/R, the fans Manuela Casadei and Daniela Angelini of the club Kick-Off, Denise Brighi President of the Club Uva Nera of
San Mauro Pascoli and Nicoletta Budini of the club Araba Fenice of Borgo di Ronta.
At the conference, coordinated by the volcanic Nella Grossi, presidente of A.N.F.I.S.S.C [Federation which regroup the Clubs of women fans], in addition to the
Pescara club "Donne Biancazzurre”, participated many representatives of the "support in pink" coming from all over Italy and also from abroad [Spain and
Germany].
The debate came alive with a historical exposure on the development of "women fans" by Mila Cantagallo, journalist of the “Messaggero”. The discussions
was enriched by speeches by the President of Club Pescara calcio Sebastiani, the Vice President of the A.N.F.I.S.S.C. Alberta Prandina, of President Francesco
Lotito and the secretary of the F.I.S.S.C. Council Fiorella Brambilla.

By Miriam E. Crosta - Segretaria ANFISSC

<< ANFISSC : the federation for women >>
The ANIFISSC was born from an idea of three women and of their respective clubs, that is Nella of Pescara club “Donne Biancazzurre”
Biancazzurre”,, of Alberta of the Milan Club femminile “
Stella” Saronno and of Giuliana of the Cosenza club femminile
femminile..
Game after game, from stadium to stadium, our female fans noticed was becoming more and more a passion ““in
in pink
pink”” and on the terraces begun to appear the first
banners of clubs composed only of women. Taking note of this change, they had an idea, create an opportunity for female fans to encounter together, precisely in
Pescara.
To facilitate the work, Nella, Alberta and Giuliana sudivided Italy in three major areas and begun to contact the clubs and tthe
he coordination centers of the various
teams, asking whether among their affiliates there existed female associations.
After this long exercise, it transpired that there existed a numerous network of clubs made solely of women which superseded num
numerically
erically even the most optimistic of
predictions. The first historic meeting took place in Pescara: on 20 October 1990 the city was ““invaded
invaded”
invaded” by many female fans, all ““scarfed
scarfed”
scarfed” with the colours of their
team of their heart.
It was a historic event and like all ““first
first time
time”” a great emonotion of a new birth was felt by all.
An emblematic example of the expectancy and expectations of this first encounter was an espisode apparently of secondary impo
importa
rtance:
rtance: this was the period of the great Napoli of
Maradona, and in those days the big match that could decide the championship - Napoli –Milan, had to be played: the son of one of the representatives of Napoli suggested to his
mother: ““II recommend you, speak with all, except with those of Milan...
Milan...”.
”. But the reasons that have led so many women to this event prevented any mentality of opposition and
mutual resentment. Among other things, that same mother and a jubilant Napoli fan, on entering the hall of the hotel in Pesc
Pescara
ara where the meeting had to take place, the first thing
she did at lunchtime was to seek out the Milan supporters. And rather then dodging them decided to sit down at the same tabl
tablee w
with
ith them, and at the end the result was that she
become precisely a friend of those same women who for football reasons were to avoid, but women think in a different way, the
theyy d
don’t
on’t believe in differences, preconceptions or
prejudices, but live with intense passion the one thing that unites them all - FOOTBALL.
That is why after the mutual acquaintance, the festive encounters and the conference on ““The
The female figure in the world of football
football”” great bonds were born among the various
clubs.
A year later, 8 November 1991, always in Pescara, our female fans met again to found the Italian National Association of Women Football Clubs Fans
Fans,, namely the ANFISSC
ANFISSC..
In addition to the drafting of the articles of association, the delegates fixed the objectives of the Association: to promote am
among
ong women
the love for football, transform the stadium into a place of socialization among the various supporters and try to create a dia
dialog
log with the
ultras to fight violence, an evil that threatens the very foundations of this sport, engage in social with particular attenti
attention
on to the
abandoned children, put pressure on football clubs to reduce the price of match tickets for women, families, young people and th
thee
elderly. To sign the act as founder members, were 11 volcanic ladies, in the presence of as many clubs they represented. Th
Thee w
work
ork was not
consumed only in elaborating the programme points of the newly born federation but continued the next day with a meeting on tthe
he
theme ““The
The Association: point of arrival or of departure?
departure?”” during which were laid down the activities to be organised.

Another important date for the association was 12 november 1994, the day ANFISSC obtained official recognition by the Figc in th
thee person of the
then president Antonio Matarrese.
In subsequent years other events were organised by ANFISSC during which a wide range of issue, from the influence that the pa
payy-tv had on all the
movement of professional football, to the presence of excessive number of foreign players in our teams, by the often improper us
usee of the means of
information, to the transformation of the world of organised support, on the social and political role, finally that the Satu
Saturda
rday
rday or Sunday match is
held in an atmosphere of a community..
At these events were invited personalities from the world of sport, such as the journalists Fabrizio Maffei, Massimo Caputi e Mo
Monica
nica Vanali, characters such as David Messina,
Rosanna Marani, Simona Ventura, the international referee Pasquale Rodomonti, and the endearing Sister Paola a jubilant Lazio fa
fan.
n. Important contributions came from Aldo
Biscardi, Silvio Sarta, Cesare Cadeo, Ilario Di Giovanbattista and the coaches like Zaccheroni, Galeoni, Zenga.
The ANFISSC and its associates have also created meetings with foreign counterparts, like for example in Spain, where Preside
President
nt Nella Grossi and the two vice Presidents Alberta
Prandina and Gabriella Zanchin were invited as guests in Barcellona as guests of Barcellona, Real Madrid and Espanyol. This won
wonderful
derful experience was repeated this
time in Italy, on 26 Aprile 1997, when at the general assembly of women fans clubs, representatives of Spanish fans were invi
invited
ted.
ted.
Since 1999, the ANFISSC begun organising a competition ““Miss
Miss Supporter
Supporter”” which was a great success with the audience and the critics. The winner of the first edition
was Nicoletta Ferrarini of Reggiana Club ’Carmen Borghi’
Borghi’,, while the next edition, which had as patron the Figc in the figure of the general secretary Guglielmo
Petrosino, awarded as queen Marianna Di Fabio of the Pescara Club ’Donne Biancazzurre’
Biancazzurre’.. The next editions, always characterised by an atmosphere of great fun
were won by Marika Colombo of Milan Club Femminile ’Stella’ Saronno and Lucilla De Rossi of the Roma Club Femminile ‘Aurora’
‘Aurora’..
The football world is being tinted with pink and who knows what Rita Pavone would think now, by now her well known song ““partita
partita di pallone [football game]
game]”” should be
updated... now its the women who goes to the stadiums leaving their husbands at home.

By www.wikipedia

"To call the town picturesque is to use an inadequate word. At every step, from the opening of the main street at the hill foot up to the stern medieval castle crowning its height,
one marvels and admires".
George Gissing, 1897
Cosenza is a city located at the confluence of two historic rivers, the Busento and the Crathis, in the Calabria region of southern Italy. The municipal population is of around
70,000; the urban area, however, counts over 260,000 inhabitants. It is the capital of the homonymous Province of Cosenza, which has a population of around 733,000. The
ancient town is the seat of the Cosentian Academy, the oldest academy of philosophical and literary studies to be founded in Italy [1511] and one of the oldest in Europe. To this
day, the city remains a cultural hub with several museums, theatres, libraries, and the University of Calabria.
Cosenza stands 238 m above sea level in a valley between the Sila plateau and the coastal range of mountains. The old town, overshadowed by its castle, descends to the river
Crathis; the growing modern city lies to the north, beyond the Busento, on level ground.
History
Origins : The ancient Consentia, capital of the Italic tribe of the Bruttii, was a bulwark of the Italic people against the Hellenic influences of the Ionian colonies. It was in this province that the
Battle of Pandosia was fought, in which a small Italic army composed of Bruttii and Lucanians defeated Alexander the Great's uncle, Alexander of Epirus. Over the centuries, Cosenza
maintained a distinctive character, which marked it out among the cities of the region. Under Emperor Augustus it became an important stopover on the Roman via Popilia, which connected
Calabria to Sicily. During the Roman Empire, although merely a colonia, the town benefited from municipal privileges.
In 410 AD Alaric I, king of the Visigoths, captured the great city of Rome and became the first foreign enemy to capture this city in over 800 years. When he left Rome, Alaric had amassed a
great amount of treasure from his conquest of the city.
According to the Gothic historian Jordanes, Alaric left Rome and headed south with his troops. When they reached the area of Cosenza, he died. No one is certain how
this happened. Some believe he contracted a disease that took his life. Others feel that his death came from an attack by enemy forces. In any case, his troops honoured
their king by burying him in a tomb. This was no normal tomb. His burial place is said to have been at the confluence of the Busento and Crathis rivers. A horde of slaves
were used to divert the water from the Busento, allowing them to dig a tomb large enough for Alaric, his horse and all of the treasure amassed from his conquests. Once
the tomb was completed, the river was returned to its bed and the tomb covered with water. Then, to ensure that no one would reveal this location to anyone, Alaric's
troops killed all of the slaves.
In the centuries after the fall of the Western Roman Empire, several towns in the Cosenza province, most notably Rossano, refused to acknowledge the new governments of
the barbarians. Instead, with strong city walls and small Roman garrisons, these cities held out for centuries, as some of the last bastions of the Roman Empire in Italy. For that reason, Cosenza
was viewed as Byzantine territory until the invasion of the Germanic Lombards.
Norman, Hohenstaufen and Angevin period : Bitterly disputed between the Saracens and the Lombards, the town was destroyed, then rebuilt around 988; only to be ravaged again in the
early 11th century. In the attempt to escape the devastation, the population left the town and sheltered on the surrounding hills where they built some small hamlets (still denominated casali).
By the first half of the eleventh century, Lombard Calabria became a feudal dukedom of the Normans, with Cosenza as capital. The town soon rebelled against the rule of Roger Guiscard and
was only recaptured after a long siege. Subsequently, under the Hohenstaufen rule, the town became the seat of the Court of Calabria [Curia Generale]. The Frederick II had a particular

interest in the town: he promoted construction and economic activities, organising an important annual fair.
Subsequently, Cosenza fought bitterly against the Angevin domination, supported by the clergy. While the uprising spread through the valley of the Crathis, the town was involved in the seesawing fight between Angevins and the Crown of Aragon. In 1432 King Louis III of Anjou settled in the castle of Cosenza with his wife Margaret of Savoy.
When he died untimely, in 1434, he was buried in the Cathedral.
Spanish domination : In 1500, in spite of resistance, Cosenza was occupied by the Spanish army led by Captain Consalvo de Cordoba. During the sixteenth century the town experienced a
period of expansion as the seat of the Viceroy of Calabria. At the same time its cultural importance grew thanks to the foundation of the Accademia Cosentina; among its most renowned
members were Bernardino Telesio, Aulo Gianni Parrasio, the Martirano brothers, Antonio Serra and others. In 1707 the Austrians succeeded the Spanish in the Kingdom of Naples, followed by
the Bourbons. After the proclamation in 1799 of the short-lived Parthenopean Republic and a vain resistance, the town was finally occupied for the Bourbons by Fabrizio
Cardinal Ruffo’s Lazzari; Cardinal Ruffo was native of the province of Cosenza.
Modern age : From 1806 to 1815 Cosenza fought hard against French domination. Cruel suppressions characterised that period and in 1813 the town, a cradle of the
Carbonari secret societies, saw many rebels executed. The local riots of 1821 and 1837 heralded the Risorgimento. They were followed by the uprising of 15 March 1844,
which reached its climax with the “noble folly” of the Bandiera Brothers, who were executed together with some of their followers in the Vallone di Rovito in Cosenza.
In 1860, some months after the rapid and overwhelmingly heroic deeds of Garibaldi’s troops, a plebiscite proclaimed the annexation of Calabria to the new Kingdom of
Italy.
Emblem
The coat of arms of Cosenza established by a Decree of the 24 Aprile 1941, known as ‘settimonio’, blue mountain to the italian seven peaks of gold, depicts the seven hills of
gold, sentinels of the independence of the city on a green background and the two rivers the Crati and the Busento.
« Consentia Calabriae Citerioris caput, ostendas in signis septem collium, quod in totidem videbatur locata, cum oppidorum corona, quod veluti luxu naturae
Romam parvulam effingere connitentis [Allows the head of the citezens of Calabria to show the signs of the seven hills, the same number that was placed, with a
crown of towns, which represent a small luxury of Romanconquests »
[Cesare Recupito, Roma 1670]

Monuments and places of interest
The Cathedral
The exact origins of the Duomo are unknown; it was probably built
during the first half of the 11th century. An earthquake destroyed the
cathedral on 9 June 1184, and rebuilding was completed by 1222 when
the cathedral was consecrated by Emperor Frederick II. In the transept
is the tomb of Isabella of Aragon, wife of king Philip III of France.
From 12 October 2011 it became a "testimony of culture and peace" of
UNESCO .

The Church of San Domenico
Founded in 1448, the church combines Renaissance and Medieval
elements. Its most interesting feature is the rose window defined by 16
little tuff columns. The wooden portal (1614) is inlaid with floral
motifs, figures of saints and coats of arms. The sacristy is noted for its
ribbed vault, a double lancet window with a narrow arch and a wooden
choir installed in 1635.
The Church of San Francesco di Paola
In the Arenella, are the Church and Monastery of Saint Francis of
Paola (1510). The interior, with a single nave, houses the tomb of
Ottavio Cesare Gaeta. On the right wall, are two 18th-century
paintings: a Sacra Famiglia and Madonna con San Francesco e
Sant’Agostino. On an altar is a wooden statue of Saint Francis of
Paola; while on the left side of the nave, on another altar, is a wooden
statue of San Michele Arcangelo. The Madonna with Child in Glory
and Saints Paul and Luke (1551) was painted by Pietro Negroni. In the
apse, a 16th century triptych made by Cristoforo Faffeo represents the
Madonna and Child in glory with saints Catherine and Sebastian..

Church of the Santissimo Salvatore
The small church of San Salvatore serves the parish which professes
the Byzantine-Albanian faith. Inside the nave are a wooden ceiling,
some frescoes of the Apostoli, of the Salvatore and of the Madonna, as
well as a splendid iconostasis.

Monastero Delle Vergini
In via Gaetano Argento stands
the "Convent of the Virgins". The
external part of the main
entrance is made of decorated
tuff, while the internal part is
carved of wood. The convent
contains numerous works of art
among which the 13th-century
Madonna del Pilerio attributed
to Giovanni da Taranto. The
cymatium houses a painting
portraying the Coronation of the
Virgin, while at the base of the
two columns are paintings,
attributed to Michele Curia, the
"Master of Montecalvario", of
two unidentified saints. The
wooden choir dates to the 17th
century.

Hohenstaufen Castle
The Castello Svevo ("Swabian" or Hohenstaufen Castle) was originally built by the Saracens on the
ruins of the ancient Rocca Brutia, around the year 1000. The castle was restored by Frederick II, Holy
Roman Emperor, adding the octagonal tower to the original structure, in 1239. According to tradition,
his son Henry lived in this castle, as a prisoner at his father’s command. Louis III of Naples and
Margaret of Savoy married in the castle and they both settled there in 1432.
All signs of the ancient Saracen structure have now disappeared. In the internal cloister, the
modifications made by the Bourbons in order to convert it into a prison can also be seen. The entrancehall is covered by ogival arches with engraved brackets. A wide corridor is dominated by some fleur-delis from the House of Anjou coat of arms. They are engraved on the ribbed Hohenstaufen arches.

Giostra Vecchia
In the fifteenth century, at Palazzo Falvo the Renaissance was introduced at Cosenza, in the Giostra Vecchia. Here are located
the church and monastery of Saint Francis of Assisi. The Latin cross plan has a nave and two aisles. In the nave stands the
impressive high wooden altar built in 1700. Above it is a painting by Daniele Russo representing the Perdono d’Assisi (1618). The
left aisle is home to a wooden 17th-century crucifix, the altar of the Madonna della Febbre and the statue of the Madonna with
Child, in marble, dating to the 16th century. The sacristy has a painted wooden ceiling, a wooden armadio representing episodes
from the Passion of Christ and pictures of saints and Franciscan monks. The stone arch is characterized by the painting of St.
Francis of Paola, while on the walls are some frescoes dating to the beginning of the 15th century.

Open Air Museum
In the modern part of Cosenza, in an area stretching from the pedestrianized
Corso Mazzini to Piazza Bilotti, lies the open-air "Museo MAB" [Museo
all'aperto Bilotti]. The museum hosts a wide range of modern art sculptures
that stand in the street for residents and tourists. The sculptures were
donated to the city by the Italian-American entrepreneur and art collector,
Carlo Bilotti. They include Saint George and the Dragon by Salvador Dalí,
Hector and Andromache by Giorgio de Chirico, "the Bronzes" by Sacha Sosno,
The Bather by Emilio Greco, The Cardinal by Giacomo Manzù and various
marble sculptures by Pietro Consagra.

The Cosenza Calcio 1914, simply know as Cosenza, was an italian football club who had its seat in the city of Cosenza.
Founded in 1914, has played for 19 seasons in the Serie B, category in which it obtained its best result in 1988/1989 by placing 4º in the table and winning the Anglo-Italian Cup in
1983. Not enrolled in July 2003, and replaced by Cosenza Football Club, its was reinstated in 2007 and on Friday 30 May 2008 was formalized the change of name from Fortitudo
Cosenza in that historical of Cosenza Calcio, adding the original registration of Cosenza Calcio 1914. The club was excluded from all professional leagues in July 2011 and a new
club from its ashes, the Nuova Cosenza Calcio was enrolled to play in the Serie D League Season 2011/2012. Cosenza from 1964 plays its home games at the Stadio San Vito, a
stadium with a crowd capacity of almost 25,000 spectators.
History
The origins: The origins of Cosenza Calcio date back to the beginning of the twentieth century, but the first news more or less official relating to the activities of
the cosentine football team date back as far as 1914, the year in which documents attest with certainty that the silan team began to tread on the football fields
under the name of Società Sportiva Fortitudo. The outfit at the time was green-blue, to recall the colors of the woods of the Sila and the municipal coat of arms.
Again in 2004 the Cosenza FC will wear, as third outfit, a chequered green-blue jersey.
In a few years, the name of the calabrese club began to undergo a series of transformations becoming first Dopolavoro FFSS Cosenza and in the twenties Calcio
Cosenza. It was during this period that the colors were turned to ‘rossoblu’, and exactly in 1927, in honor of Genoa, the first italian football team football and
winner of the Italian title of that year.
The activities of the cosentine team was limited only to friendly matches and a few regional tournaments: in fact, the first documented match of Cosenza was a Cosenza-Catanzaro 11, played on the dusty ground of ‘Piazza delle Armi’, right in the heart of the bruzian.
The '30s: In 1930, the name changed still in Cosenza Sport Club. It was under that name that the team started playing its the first true championships. Soon one after another
followed in the presidency the Avv. Corigliano amd the Baron Campagna [two of the major creators of the new Cosenza] and it was in this period that the team participatd to the
IInd division championship and then to that of the Ist [equivalent to current C], in the prewar period.
In the season 1930/1931, Cosenza was admitted to the First Division Championship. 12 teams participated, including Savoia of Torre Annunziata, Catania, Messina and Salernitana.
The following year [1931/32], the President Avv. Tommaso Corigliano prepared a first class team, engaging players coming from the north and entrusting the technical guidance in
the hands of the roman Angelo Benincasa. The team begun its campaign with a resounding victory of 7-2 against Molfetta and the cosentini rejoiced to the feats of the various
Forotti, Staccione, Masi, Gallina, Perazzi, Briano and Vaj.
On 28 October 1931, the sportes center "Città di Cosenza" was inaugurated, which, after several years, assumed the name of "Emilio Morrone", a young cosentino player who died
durnig a match.
In 1932/1933, under the guidance of Balacics, the team strengthened by Mortarotti, Fiammengo and other ex players of Napoli Fenili, Pampaloni, De Martino and Biagio Zoccola,
played a good championship achieving a final third place.
After an interlocutory season, in 1935/1936 Cosenza was admitted to dispute the newly instituted Tournament of the National Division C, group D, together with Cagliari, Piombino,
Pescara, Perugia, Salernitana, Catanzaro, and other teams.
In subsequent years, the team was further strengthened, fielding a super attack line: Bertozzi, Frione I, Lodi, Corsanini and Bergonzino. In those years, just sixteen, made his debut
in the first team the halfback Francesco Del Morgine, an authentic ‘bandiera rossoblu’.
From the season 1937/1938 became president, Baron Carlo Campagna and saw the team under the technical guidance of foreign coaches Chrappan, Vanicksek and Hansel.

The war years: In 1942/1943 the war was in progress and the team, reinforced by many soldiers [like the fulback Beolchi, the inside foward Collimedaglia, goalkeeper Galliani],
reached a third place and in the second round was never defeated.
The postwar years and the first promotion in Serie B: In the postwar years, the resumption of the sporting activities occured on the military camp of Via Roma and only after
some years, the "Città di Cosenza" returned to its original destination. In 1945/1946, coach Renato Vignolini, president the late Mario Morelli, Cosenza was promoted in Serie B.
Thus arriving in Cosenza Attilio Demaria, former national player, that renewed the glories of Otto Chrappan promoting an intensive programme on youths. Thus the Boys Demaria
were born and were admitted to the national finals of the category. The too miscellaneous composition of the team was of no profit to the good performance
of the team, which had little luck and after two years returned to the Serie C. However another youngster, Alberto Delfrati, seized from the Legnano reserves,
was started on his way to the Serie A.
In 1949/1950, under the patronage of Vittorio Mosele, Cosenza contested an improvised season: the "lupi [wolves]" managed to finish at the top of the table,
equal on points with Messina. The team line up was thus formed: Gisberti, Martini, Campana, Ferrara, Manfredini, Bacillieri; Begnini, Leonetti, Musci, Zaro,
Pollak.
In the decieder played at Salerno, the result, even after extra time, was of 1-1. But, in the rematch, played in Como, the ‘biancoscudati’ came out winners 6-1,
gaining promotion to Serie B. A corruption case exploded, consumed on the playing field, to the detriment of the rossoblu goalkeeper Gisberti. A complaint
was made and the ‘Lega Nazionale’ accepted the il complaint of Cosenza officialising the promotion of the silani. Messina appealed to the CAF and, a few days before the start of
the championship, with the match calendar already published, the judges corrected the first sentence and assigned the Serie B to Messina.
The '50s: Thus, begun, a long ’via crucis’ in search of the Serie B. The presidency was assumed by Biagio Lecce and, subsequently by comm. Carlo Leonetti. The enrollment of the
alexandrian centrefoward Carlo Stradella assured a good number of goals, but the championship was not won and the following year, due to the reform of the championships,
Cosenza was relegated to the IVth Series.
Dark years followed durning which various coaches tried their luck on the Cosenza bench: Piccaluga, Kutik, Lamberti, Andreis, Piacentini, with no success at all. Meantime to the
silan presidency returned to the forefront the late Salvatore Perugini, former secretary ’rossoblu’ in the '30s. His enthusiasm and his devotion to the team performed the miracle.
In 1957/1958 Cosenza, led by bomber Mario Uxa [top scorer of the championship for 5 consecutive seasons], obtained victory of the round of Excellence of IVth Series and won the
title of Italian Champions, ex aequo with Mantova and La Spezia. In the following season [1958/1959] Cosenza was scorched, on the thread wool, by Catanzaro finishing second and
the same fate was reserved the following season 1959/1960 when after a long leadership at the top of the table, the ‘rossoblu’ surrendered in the last few games to Foggia and once
more lost the train to Serie B.
The Serie B of the '60s and the Stadium "San Vito": After the tragic death of President Perugini, the club is once again in the hands of comm. Biagio Lecce. The team, entrusted
to the care of Julius Zsengeller, was enhanced with some youngsters, like the cosentino Francesco Rizzo, the roman of Cosenza Ugo Rugiero and the stabiese Giuseppe Gallo, which
soon mobilised the observers throughout Italy [finally both ending at Milan, to Gipo Viani’s merit]. The Cosenza championship was an authentic cavalcade and only Trapani kept
the pace with the ‘lupi [wolves]’, succumbing at the finishing line. At the end of the season 1960/1961 Cosenza was promoted in Serie B.
The formation behind this historic success was the following: Sartori, Follador, Orlando [Trocini], Dalla Pietra [Lugli], Delfino, Federici; Gallo, Rizzo, Lenzi, Ardit, Costa [Joan].
The stay in Serie B soon proved difficult: some bad decisions by the referee in the match agains Modena determined unfortunate incidents, with a consequent heavy disqualification
of the ground, that was the old "Emilio Morrone". From Zsengeller, Todeschini took over the team and an anguished salvation was obtained.
In the following season [1962/1963), the team was completed with the recruitment of Ravera, Baston, Fontana, Marmiroli and Thermes, but managed to avoid relegation due to the
penalisation of 10 points to Novara which was relegated to the last place for sport corruption. The relegation of the season 1963/1964 marked the end of a cycle and the team was

totally refounded. From 1964/1965 Cosenza, which meanwhile became Associazione Sportiva Cosenza, begun playing in the new "San Vito" stadium, inaugurated on 4 october
1964 on the occasion of Cosenza-Pescara, which ended with the score of 2-1 goals coming from Ciabattari and Campanini. Failing to obtain an immediate return to Serie B in 1965,
due to Reggina that overcome that year Cosenza in a decisive game in front of 2,.000 ‘rossoblù’ spectators, and again in 1966, hoaxed by Salernitana right at the finishing line, the
‘rossoblu’ for some decades were unsuccessful to re-emerge.
The '70s:

This was followed by some "anonymous" seasons in which Cosenza became stagnant in the intermediate positions of the table and in the season 1969/1970 the

disappointment of the fans resulted in a grievous episode of intolerance which saw as unfortunate protagonist Mr. Calì of Rome, referee of Cosenza-Internapoli. The "San Vito" was
disqualified and the team abandoned to its fate.
Cosenza restarted from Giusto Lodi, for many seasons captain and authentic pilar of the team, while president was Mario Guido. The club crisis became more and more serious, the
bankruptcy was at the gates and the bitter relegation in serie D in the season 1973/1974 seemed to mark the epilogue of the glorious ‘rossoblu’ history.
The season 1974/1975 begun in total chaos. The bench of Emilio Zanotti seems precarious and unstable, but the great passion of a handful of supporters transformed that season in a
triumphant one. With an incredible record of 17 home wins in as many matches played, Cosenza beated the competition winning the league with 7 points advantage on second
placed Vittoria and Nuova Igea.
Protagonists of that season were: Evangelista, Sdrigotti, Bompani [Pavoni], Pasquino, Iazzolino, Codognato; Rigoni, Canetti, Villa (Losio), Pantani, Vivarelli [Lualdi].
The return in Serie C is not a lucky one. The mood of the crowd is no longer the same as it used to be and the continued disillusions generate the latest regrettable episode. On 27
March 1977 on the occasion of the match Cosenza-Paganese, Mr Sancini of Bologna and his collaborators are literally lynched and the ‘rossoblu’ fans will be forced to wander away
from the "San Vito" for a year and a half.
With the reform of the leagues, the season 1978/1979 sees Cosenza in Serie C2. The presidency is taken over by Osvaldo Siciliano who has proposals of revival, but the league is won
by the "cousins" of Rende.
After 24 years the return in serie B: In 1979/1980 Nedo Sonetti brought back Cosenza in Serie C1 launching Perrotta and inventing the impenetrable central pair Rocco-Reggiani.
The first eleven were: Lattuada, Capiluongo [Tortelli], D'Astoli, Ranieri, Rocco, Reggiani; Rappa [Berardi], Missiroli [Liguori], Perrotta, Tucci, De Chiara [Labellarte]. Followed by the
stupid relegation marked Pietro Fontana and the subsequent promotion signed by Renzo Aldi. The team which won promotion to Serie C/1 season 1981-1982 was the following:
Ciaramitaro, Bagnato, Della Volpe [Tosi], Aita, Rizzo Armando, D'Astoli; Rizzo Roberto, Donetti, Crispino, Luperto, Renzetti [Palazzotto]. The club ‘rossoblu’ is at its turning point.
On the initiative of Vincenzo Morelli and the councillor for sport Mario Romano, Cosenza is organised in the form of holding society. On the Cosenza bench follow one after the
other the various Mujesan, De Petrillo, Ghio and Montefusco. In these years begins to show over the horizon Gigi Marulla, the most representative player in the history of Cosenza,
record holder of presence in the team and top scorer of all times.
Wearing the ‘rossoblu’ shirt players with a glorious past and promising youngsters, the likes of: Silipo, Longobucco, Petrella, Morra, Tivelli, Tripepi, Truddaiu, Frigerio, Fucina, Aita,
Lombardi, Marino e Nicolucci. The acquittal of Francesco Liguori, durning the 1986/1987 season, marked the arrival at Cosenza of the "seminatore d'oro" Gianni Di Marzio, who
will bind his name indelibly in the history of Cosenza Calcio.
After having acquired a useful placement to play in the ‘Coppa Italia Professionisti’ [1986/1987], the volcanic Gianni will be the leader of the promotion in Serie B, awaited for more
then 24 years. The line up for that season was: Simoni, Marino, Lombardo, Castagnini, Giovannelli, Galeazzi, Bergamini, De Rosa, Lucchetti, Urban, Padovano. Other players used in
that year were Fantini, Schio, Montrone, Giansanti, Maniero, Del Nero, while at the helm of the club was Avv. Giuseppe Carratelli. The decisive games of that season were CosenzaNocerina [2-0, goals from Urban and Lucchetti] before 24,000 festive fans and Monopoli-Cosenza 0-0 of 5 June 1988 that decreeted the arthmetical promotion of the ’lupi’ followed
by 10,000 fans.

1989: The Cosenza of Giorgi a step away from Serie A: As soon as promoted in Serie B, Gianni Di Marzio abandoned the ‘rossoblu’ bench and is substituted by Bruno Giorgi. On
the framework of the team just promoted in Serie B are inserted some players: the foward Alessio Brogi from Montevarchi, Cozzella, the defenders Alberto Rivolta from Inter, Andrea
Poggi from Torino and Ugo Napolitano from Prato, and the midfielders Giorgio Venturin from Torino and Bruno Caneo from Pisa. It will be Juventus [who returned to Cosenza after
35 years] of Dino Zoff, wherein played players like Rui Barros, Cabrini and Massimo Mauro, to hold to baptism Cosenza in the national cup debut at the ‘San Vito’. The match ended
0-0 in front of 25,000 spectators with an income of 608 million and 290.000 italian lire. In ‘Coppa Italia’, followed the home defeat against Atalanta of Strömberg
and Evair [2-1], the defeat with Verona of Caniggia and Galderisi [4-2], and the two wins against Vicenza [3-2] and Taranto away from home [2-0], which were not
enough for the qualification to the next round. In the Serie B championship, in addition to the many victories away from home, will remain unforgettable the victory
at Bari [3-0], against the pugliesi which pushed foward by Maiellaro were ready to celebrate promotion in Serie A in case of victory. Two negative episodes costed
dearly: the derby with Catanzaro at the ‘San Vito’ [0-0] in which the referee Pierluigi Pairetto disallowed a regular goal to the former ex Vittorio Cozzella, two
minutes from the end to which followed accidents in the post-game with the forces of the order on one part and the 20,000 fans present at the ‘San Vito’ on the
other, and the post struck by Lombardo in the direct encounter with Udinese of Marco Branca and Odoacre Chierico which costed the Serie A. Among the principal
protagonists to be remembered Michele Padovano, Maurizio Lucchetti, Luigi De Rosa and Alberto Urban. At the end of that season Cosenza risulted the team with
the maximum number of wins, well 17. Concluding in 4 th place in the table with 44 points, a point away from third place, on a par with Reggina and Cremonese, which due to the
direct encounters became a 6th place, preventing them from playing the deciders for a place in Serie A. To be noted, however, that if in that season the rule of the 3 points for victory
was in force, Cosenza would have been promoted placing 3 rd; even the so called ’classifica avulsa’ was a novelty of that season. The 1989 unfortunately, is the year of the mysterious
death of footballer Donato Bergamini to whom is now entitled the south bend of the ‘San Vito’.
1990-1991: The decider-salvation of Pescara: After a complicated salvation in the season 1989/1990 [born with other ambitions confirmed with the purchases of players made such
as that of Ciro Muro from Lazio], at the hands of mister Gianni Di Marzio who succeeded durning the season mister Luigi Simoni, the season 1990/1991, is the year of the vibrant
salvation of the 26 June in Pescara signed Edy Reja who took over the silan bench after Gianni Di Marzio was sacked after the home draw, 0-0 in the derby against Reggina. The
fourth relegation in C1 was decided after a big brawl at the end of the table: with well 9 teams in two points and still 5 teams at 36 points. Cosenza and its historic rival Salernitana
were forced to play a decider, while the other teams were save thanks to the direct encounters. The game was played in a hellish climate both on the pitch and on the terraces in
‘Adriatico’ stadium of Pescara, and was decided by a goal from Gigi Marulla who broke the balance with a left footed shot in the sixth minute of the first period of extra time
unleashing the overwhelming joy of about 7,000 supporters and car horns in the city and in the whole province until late night. The Cosenza line up which played in the decider was
the following: Vettore; Catena, Napolitano; Aimo, Di Cintio, De Rosa L; Compagno, Mileti, Marulla, Biagioni [102' Tramezzani], Coppola [79' Bianchi Andrea] - Coach: Reja.
1991-1992: The serie A fade away on the last day: After the decider of Pescara in the season 1991/1992 the backbone of the team was confirmed and only 3 first team choice
arrived: the midfielder Coppola from Cagliari, Signorelli from Barletta and the keeper Graziani from Juventus and in a second instance at the request of the confirmed Edy Reja, the
keeper Giacomo Zunico a veteran of the Serie A with Lecce, Walter Bianchi ex Milan and the sweeper of Bari Deruggiero. After a great season, Cosenza arrived at the last day [14
June 1992] at Lecce with 42 points on par with Udinese in fourth place in the table for a place in Serie A. The supporters of Cosenza gave life to a great exodus, in fact there were
more than 15,000 ‘rossoblù’ fans who with every means arrived and coloured the ‘Via del Mare’ stadium of Lecce to push the ‘Lupi’ towards a historic promotion but ten minutes
from the end a goal from Maini decided the game. In case of victory in pugliese territory, the ‘rossoblu’ would have grabbed a decider with Udinese who won its game on the
already promoted Ancona overtaking by two points the ‘lupi’ who finished fifth in the table among the tears of both players and fans, and of an entire province which was ready to
celebrate such an event. Of that season, the fans still retain especially the memories of the spectacle couple Biagioni-Compagno together with Marulla and all the other players
played a great season. Memorable will remain the match played in Friuli of Udine; the ‘lupi’ go behind after a few minutes 1-0 and even De Rosa is expelled. Before the intervall the
‘bianconeri’ double the score and after 7 minutes into the second half even Catena is expelled; the match seems almost lost but Cosenza managed from a 2 goals behind and in nine

men to level the game with goals coming from Marulla on 67' and Aimo on 85' collecting the applause of the home fans.
1993/1995: The years of Silipo and Zaccheroni: On 1 october 1992 the sports world in Cosenza is shocked by the death of the midfielder Massimiliano Catena who lost his life at 23
years in a traffic accident; today the North Stand of the ‘San Vito’ bears his name. After the departure of mister Reja with destination Verona and that of both Biagioni and
Compagno who land in serie A, arrives on the shores of the Crati, the coach Fausto Silipo. The season 1992/1993 will be closed in seventh place just only 5 points from promotion
zone. The Serie A faded away at the ‘San Vito’ in the decisive matches Cosenza-Cremonese 0-1 infront of 20,000 spectators and Cosenza-Ascoli 1-1 [goals from Bierhoff and Bia]; in
the first match the ‘lupi’ went behind after only 4' and had at least four limpid goal occasions not exploited by Marco Negri and other opportunities blocked by
goalkeeper Turci. The line up of that Cosenza of which one of the most fine victories was and obtained at the ‘Bentegodi’ of Verona 2-0 with goals coming from Statuto
and Fabris was the following: Zunico; Balleri, Napoli, Napolitano, Bia; Signorelli, Monza, Statuto, De Rosa; Marulla, Negri. Important even the contribution of Fabris,
who arrived in November, and of Tarcisio Catanese. The second season [1993/1994] under the management of Silipo ended up in mid-table in tenth place with 37 points
and saw as protagonist Buonocore and Maiellaro.
Unforgettable the goal scored by Maiellaro on 12 September 1993 in Cosenza-Fiorentina 1-1: the pugliese foward parted from midfield before depositing the ball behind
Toldo with the 15,000 of the ‘San Vito’ exploding with joy. That season marked the debut with 11 appearances and the first goal in ‘rossoblù’ [in Cosenza- Brescia 2-0] of
the cosentine midfielder Stefano Fiore a product of the ‘rossoblù’ nursery, who took flight to the top of italian football and the national team. Special mention is deserved to the
1994/1995 season: the Cosenza of mister Alberto Zaccheroni despite the penalty of nine points in the table managed to obtain salvation well in advance, and end of March almost
reaching promotion zone having as protagonists of that exploit goalkeeper Zunico and Vanigli to direct the defence, De Rosa and De Paola the midfield and bomber Marco Negri,
who exploded in that tournament scoring 19 goals.
Wavering Seasons in Serie B [from 1996 to 2003]: In the season 1995/1996 arrives on the silan bench the bergamasc coach Bortolo Mutti who manages to have a good season with
a final eleventh place without any anxieties. It is the year of the explosion of the livornese bomber Cristiano Lucarelli who arrived from Perugia who managed to score 15 goals and
placing fifth in the top scorers table behind Dario Hubner, Vincenzo Montella, Pasquale Luiso and Alfredo Aglietti. The most important match of the year was the victory at the ‘San
Vito’ on 24 January 1996 with a 2-0 in the derby against Reggina with goals from Lucarelli and Tatti. In the season 1996/1997, Cosenza is relegated in Serie C1 in the last minutes of
the last match of the season, at Padova; at the end of the season left Cosenza two historical figures - "bandiere rossoblù’: Luigi Marulla and Luigi De Rosa. The relegation is
promptly redeemed by immediate promotion in the following season 1997/1998 under the technical guidance of the bergamasc Giuliano Sonzogni, thanks to a long cavalcade which
saw Cosenza always at the top of the league table from the first day despite the hard competition from Ternana of coach Luigi Delneri who contented up to the last day and was also
promoted together with the ‘Lupi’ after the winning the play-off. In the last two games of the season, Cosenza won over Turris at home with a goal from Margiotta in front of almost
23,000 spectators, then achieving arithmetic promotion at Casarano [1-2] with goals from Toscano and Margiotta in an explosition of joy from the ‘rossoblù’ fans. Among the
protagonists of the season bomber Massimo Margiotta, who with 19 goals was top scorer of the group.
In the season 1998/1999 Cosenza manages to obtain a difficult salvation only in the last day of the season in Cosenza-Cesena - 2-1 with two goals from Tomaso Tatti in front of 15,000
spectators. Yet the start to the season was a promosing one especially after the victory of 6 September 1998 at the ’San Paolo’ against Napoli candidate for promotion [1-2 goals from
Riccio and Tatti] and the excellent performance in ‘Coppa Italia’ with the future vice-italian champions of Lazio of Eriksson [2-1 at the ‘Olimpico’ of Rome and 0-2 at the ‘San Vito’
in front of 30,000 spectators]. But durning the tournamnet Morrone is sold to Lazio for 6 billion italian liri and Sonzogni is sent away to make place for a static coach like De Vecchi.
Final backlash with the return of Sonzogni in time to save the team from relegation.
The Cosenza dispute other four seasons in Serie B with mixed fortunes in which numerous coaches and important players for the category wore the ’rossoblù’ jersey. Bortolo Mutti
returned at the helm of the ‘Lupi’ in the season 1999/2000 [a quite salvation] and in 2000/2001 year in which Cosenza top of the table for nine and a half weeks, launched toward the
Serie A, and which faded away in the last part of the second round in the direct match in Verona against Chievo of Delneri, with the ‘lupi’ who with 12 minutes left were winning 1-0

[goal from Adriano Fiore] but conceded the comeback and the overtaking of the veneti who won promotion to the Serie A.
To follow a pyrotechnic 4-4 at the ‘San Vito’ against Sampdoria. In these two years in any case positive in Cosenza arrived players like Lentini, Strada, Zampagna, Altomare,
Giandebiaggi, Savoldi, Silvestri, Maldonado and others. The last two years of the ‘Lupi’ in Serie B saw alternating on the bench Gigi De Rosa, ex ‘rossoblù’ player of the '80s and
'90s, Emiliano Mondonico, Sala and Salvioni. The season 2001/2002, also characterised by the derbies with Reggina and Crotone, ended with salvation being won at Empoli on the
last day of the season; followed by the darkest year for Consenza [2003] with the cancellation at the end of the season from all professional leagues after almost 90 years of history.
In the last year of Serie B the consentine public could admire at the ‘San Vito’ many players who had mixed fortunes in both Serie A and Serie B: [Agliardi, Srníček, Brioschi,
Stankevicius, Lanzaro, Tedesco, Edusei, Morrone, Antonelli, Casale, Guidoni]. One of the few joys in that year was the victory in the ‘San Paolo’ against Napoli [1-2] with two goals
coming from Casale in the second day of the season.
The Serie D and the new Cosenza: As a result of the abolition of the club from the italian football panorama, the then mayor of Cosenza Eva Catizone, gave life to a project of
rebirth of football. The whole city welcomed heartly the initiative. Thus on 5 August 2003, the AS Cosenza FC was born and was admitted in Serie D with the transfer of the title of
Castrovillari. A group of good players among which stood out the figure of Gigi Lentini was assembled. It was a difficult year with Gregorio Mauro on the bench replaced by Mario
Russo, by the brothers Sanderra and finally by the the ’bandiera rossoblù’ Luigi Marulla. The team finished in seventh position. In 2004 the old ‘Cosenza Calcio 1914’ was however
readmitted in Serie D as a result of a legal senetence, this led the city of Cosenza to have two different teams in the same division. This only lasted a year. The AS Cosenza FC and
the Cosenza Calcio 1914 disputed an anonymous season finishing respectively in eight and nineth position. Numerous were the players and many the coaches that passed through
the ‘San Vito’, Giuseppe Sannino, Giacomo Modica and finally Antonio Aloi for the ‘AS Cosenza FC’ and the ‘bandiere’ Luigi De Rosa and Luigi Marulla for the ‘Cosenza Calcio
1914’. The lowest point in the history of football in Cosenza occured during the derby wherein the fans returned compact to the stadium to show their disapproval to a humiliating
and false derby by interrupting the game with an invasion. The ‘Cosenza Calcio 1914’ definitively went bankrupt in 2005 and the ‘AS Cosenza FC’ changed name in ‘AS Cosenza
Calcio’. However the club missed promotion in the play-off at the hands of Vibonese in 2005/2006 under coach Giacomo Zunico who had previously substituted Luigi Marulla and
Siracusa in 2006/2007 under coach Pino Rigoli who had in turn substituted the same Giacomo Zunico. This last year was a real agony, economic problems burded the club which led
to bankruptcy. The ‘AS Cosenza Calcio’ renounced to enrollment in July 2007.
The rebirth of the Fortitudo Cosenza and the third bankruptcy: Having the ‘A.S. Cosenza Calcio’ renouced to take part in Serie D for season 2007/2008, its place was taken by
the ‘Fortitudo Cosenza’, a new born club from Rende, while maintaining the same organic, changes name and club colours and trasfers itself on the other side of the Campagnano
torrent.
The Cosenza, guided by an emerging coach like Mimmo Toscano led for most of the season at the top of the table, thanks to a group of players which besides having some old glories
such as Parisi and Altomare, could count on new "pillars" like Roberto Occhiuzzi, Ivan Moschella and the bomber Vincenzo Cosa [returning in ‘rossoblù’ after two seasons and top
scorer of the group with 19 goals]. To these were added the expert striker Alessandro Ambrosi [with a long past both in B and in C/1], the keeper Stefano
Ambrosi [the striker’s brother] and above all a park of youngsters of great prospects like Alessandro Bernardi, Domenico Danti and Francesco De Rose. With
two days to the end of the season the Cosenza had 6 points advantage on ‘Bacoli Sibilla’. With the direct clash at the ‘San Vito’, precisely in the penultimate
day [33ª day, 27 April 2008 in front of 18,000 spectators] from which came out with a 2-0 win [obtained thanks to two goals from Bernardi], the Cosenza
returned to professional football after 5 years punctuated by numerous disappointments and characterised by the bankruptcy of two clubs. The season is
triumphant under all points of view, with Cosenza finding during

the year ample space through the national media who highlighted the

exploits of the team of Toscano for the results earned on the field, for the impressive number of wins and for the various records achieved in the
season: in fact over 34 matches played, 80 points were obtained in the season, a score that exceeds all the other teams of the 8 groups of the Serie D and

all other professionals, with the exception of Inter which however closed on 85 points but having played 4 more games in respect to Cosenza. On 30 May
2008 the ‘Fortitudo Cosenza’ acquire the brand mark of the old ‘Cosenza Calcio 1914’. The 2008/2009 season was another winning, the team is
strengthened with players of the same category like Enrico Polani, Raffaele Battisti and Francesco Mortelliti and won group C beat the competition of
both Gela and Catanzaro. Second consecutive promotion in 2 years, a record for the city of Cosenza. The 2009/2010 season opens with great
expectations, with the acquisition of Stefano Fiore and Raffaele Biancolino the objective was the Serie B but the season was all ups and downs, coach
Mimmo Toscano was exonaerated with 6 days from the end, and in his place was called Ezio Glerean who did not however
manage to the lead the team to the play-offs with a final twelfth position. The 2010/2011 season as with the previous started with the promotion dream
but resulted in a real agony with big club problems which cost the team a penalty of 6 points for economic non-compliance. Even from a technical point
of view the team had its difficulties with the change of 4 coaches, Domenico Toscano, Paolo Stringara, Mario Somma and Luigi De Rosa. The team did
not manage to avoid the play-out which it lost against Viareggio and was relegated in Second Division, and the subsequent non-enrollment to the league
of competence.
Nuova Cosenza Calcio: A new club, the Nuova Cosenza Calcio, presided by Eugenio Guarascio and guided by coach Vincenzo Patania, then replaced
by Tommaso Napoli, is enrolled to Serie D 2011/2012, winning the national play-off on 10 June 2012 for 3-2 against San Donà Jesolo at Arezzo.
Social Colours: At the dawn of cosentine football, in 1908, the ‘Fortitudo’ wore a white jersey with black lettering on the chest with the name of the team, black shorts and socks,
substituted during the years with a green shirt [or chequered ‘verdeblù’ according to other traditions]. Today’s ‘rossoblù’ was launched with the passage from the ‘Fortitudo’ to the
‘Cosenza Foot-Ball Club’, in 1923: the social colours, kept up to our days, were chosen in honour of Genoa, the oldest italian team and the first to win the "scudetto".
The playing vest is historically with wide vertical red and blue stripes, with shorts usually blue rimmed with red. Only very rarely in the course of history Cosenza has changed the
design of the colours by wearing vests with horizontal stripes, chequered or plain solid colour [blue bordered by red or viceversa]. Under the fascist regime, for a short time the team
played dark red colour outfit, and in complete blue in the immediate post-war period.
After numerous controversies arosed at the end of the nineties for the outfits produced by the technical supplier Kappa [in which the social colours of the team were, according to
the fans, completely faded and contorted] the fans needed to point out that the exact shades of the red and blue of the playing vest, are the scarlet red and the blue of darkness or the
deep sea. In 2005 an entire supply of outfits was returned to the supplier by the club at the fan’s request, because the blue as reinterpreted by Erreà
was too light and similar to purple.
Historically, the second outfit can be white with borders or recallsma ‘rossoblù’ or entirely yellow.
For season 2008/2009 the official supplier ONZE made changes to the social outfit of the ’Lupi’, rby restricting the vertical stripes on the vest [now
four stripes instead of three, with two more stripes on the flanks of reversed colour], alternating the colour of the sleeves [blue the right, red the
left], and above all "proposing" a novelty of red shorts, which, united with red socks [with two horizontal blue bands] should give, in the intentions
of the supplier, an aggressive image to the cosentine team.
More innovative the official outfit for the season 2009/2010: always produced by ONZE, was however conceived by and designed by a company that
occupies itself by taking care of the cosentine’e team image. The new outfit, which after several years present a renounce to the vertical stripes, is in fact completely halved, that is,
the right half of the vest is completely red, both in front and on the back of the jersey, and the left half, symmetrically, is blue. Blue also are the shorts, and red the stockings with a
blue band.
On one side, in low, appears embroidered in gold, also designed by the company that take care of the rights of image of Cosenza, designed to celebrate 95 years of cosentine football:
a "95" surmounted by the inscription 1914, surrounded by laurel and with under the written 2009. The embroidery of the golden laurel surrounds for the season 2009/2010 also the

official coat of arms, both on the playing outfit and also on the various merchandising products of Cosenza: there is still under the written 2009, while, appearing
already in the coat of arms the words 1914, the phrase above, always in gold ‘NOVANTACINQUE ANNI [ninety-five years]’, in uppercase characters. Even more
original and innovative the outfit for 2010/2011 season by the agency that deals with the image of Cosenza: its again an outfit very adherent, completely red [shirt,
shorts, stockings] on the front, with blue collar, and completely blue [shirt, shorts, stockings] on the back, as if a line divide laterally in the shirt.
Innovations also in the decorations, placed around the usual symbol of the ‘Lupo’, celebrating the 96th anniversary of the foundation of the club.
Within the canons the away outfit, evern for 2010/2011 white with ’rossoblù’ friezes [on the sleeves and shoulders]; an absolute novelty, on the other hand, the
adoption of an outfit "big match" [produced by the technical supplier in a limited edition], which invoke the historic design of the Cosenza shirts [’rossoblù’
crossband, on the famous model of the River Plate, on a silver jersey, silver shorts with ‘rossoblù’ bands, striped ‘rossoblù’ stockings] and which will be worn on important occasions
that will be considered special ["big match"] importance of match and opponent or the presence of the state TV - RAISAT.
The symbol: The symbol of the team consists of a blue circle surrounded by seven stylized red stripes representing the seven hill of Cosenza. In the centre instead is
found the head of the wolf, symbol of the team, which throughout the history of the Cosenza Calcio has undergone modifications and changes. First a wolf seen from
the side, then, at the beginning of the eighties a wolf with the mouth well opened. From 1994 to 2003 the wolf figured inside is superimposed by a ball
and undergoes a substantial change, being depicted with a closed mouth.
From 2003 to 2007 returns the figure of the old wolf with open mouth, until in 2007 the new society adopted a brand similar to that in use durning the
nineties. Currently the wolf in the center of the badge has returned, even with small modifications, similar to that used in the eighties. As said before,
for the season 2009/2010, on the occasion of the 95th anniversary in the history of the club, around the social coat of arms appears a series of embroidery
in gold, that is the laurel, the inscription ‘NOVANTACINQUE ANNI [ninety five years]’ and the inscription 2009. As from the 2011/2012 production, as already
appears on the official site of the club, the laurel will be embraced by a parchment bearing an inscription in latin ‘BRUTIA ME GENUIT’ ["Bruzia made me be
born"], historic phrase that invokes both the legendary figure of "Donna Brettia [Woman Brettia]" or "Brutia", war leader of the first Bruzi, and also the lineage
itself.
The players of Cosenza are universally known by the nickname of ‘Lupi della Sila [Wolves of the Sila]’, even if at times they are called by other titles [Bruzi, or, very rarely,
Telesiani].

By Roby Checchia - President Coordination Cesena Clubs
<< Club Tartari of Mercato Saraceno 40th anniversary >>
Held in the late afternoon of last Sunday 26 August, at the Bar Roma of San Damiano of Mercato Saraceno the
feast of the Club Tartari. It was a very special event for the club, led by Paolo Fabbri, which celebrated its 40 th
anniversary of its founding in 1972. The “Tartari” is absolutely one of the oldest clubs and was one of those that
founded, some time after, the Coordination Center Clubs Cesena.
The feast was attended by many fans, also in representation of other clubs, and the President of the Coordination
Roberto Checchia. The feast, enlivened by the music of Doriano, ended with the traditional cutting of the cake
among the applause of all present.

<< Continue the festivities >>
Continuano i festeggiamenti per il 40° compleanno del Coordinamento Clubs Cesena. Infatti nella
serContinue the festivities for the 40th anniversary of the Coordination Center Clubs Cesena. In fact in
the evening of Friday 14 September a triangular football tournament was held which saw as
protagonists the Cesena team (white shirts) formed by employees and managers of A.C. Cesena, the
team of Anseme (green shirts) and that of the Coordination Center (black shirts) who had the privilege
and the honour of playing on the real-synthetic of the ‘Dino Manuzzi’. For the record the mini
tournament was deservedly won by the Anseme team. The triangular was followed, much appreciated
by all those who participated, a well set up dinner. In this context, the Coordination wishes to thank all
those who have actually worked and worked hard for the success of this feast by preparing a dinner for
almost 200 people. Excellent also the participation of the participants in the lottery with a fairly rich array of prizes. It gave us great pleasure to
have with us in quality of “hosts” the President Igor Campedelli and the Vice–Presidente – Director General Luca Mancini and also the mayor of
Cesena Paolo Lucchi and the Presidente of the Province Massimo Bulbi. Overall it was a pleasant well organised evening, enjoyalbe, carefree that
demonstrated, if ever it was needed, the attachment for Cesena.

<< Cesena - Cittadella: the third period >>
Fully successful the so called “third period” that took place last Saturday 22 September in the area of the distict
sector of the ’Dino Manuzzi’ at the end of the match Cesena-Cittadella. In a climate of great friendship, the
Coordination organised an entrancing snack of meat, cheese, piadina and sangiovese for which, as guests, were
invited the fans of Cittadella which, in turn, contributed with gourmet products and wines from the Veneto.
Naturaly great participation also the ‘bianconeri’ fans who thus could celebrate in the best of ways Cesena first
victory in the league. Finally the traditional exchange of scarves and gadgets between the ‘bianconeri’ and
‘granata’ with great sportsmanship gave each other an appointment for the return match at the “Tombolato” in
Cittadella.

By Roby Checchia - President Coordination Cesena Clubs

<< United by the hymn of Mameli >>
A Sunday, the one just passed that has reserved so many emotions to the delegation from the Coordination Center Clubs
Cesena and the association “La Riccione d’una volta”, who returned again to Finale Emilia [Modena]. On the occasion
were handed over to the municipal administration and the section of the italian Red Cross, the sum collected during an
initiative which was held in the month of August, organised by the club ‘Marea Bianconera’ of Riccione[affiliated to the
Coordination] with the collaboration of the association “La Riccione d’una volta”. The sum collected is intended for the
purchase of school material. Good to emphasize that this event, to collect funds for the people of Emilia effected by the
earthquake, was conceived and organised by youngsters [between 12 – 18 years of the district San Lorenzo of Riccione) who
participated, in summer [8 July] to the “rustida” of fish in the emilian territory. During this special day, spent in
merriment and fun, we want to signal a really touching moment and at the same time exciting, when the riccione
youngsters together with all preset all in one voice begun singing the national anthem - the hymn of ‘Mameli’, a unique spectacle!!! Then the usual ritual of the exchange of
homages, with the delegation romagnola who donated a book of designs done strictly by hand by the youngsters, and on the emilian side an appreciable plate, very significant .
A big thanks to all the participants in this pleasant Sunday and many congratulations to the romagnola delegation, in particular the youngsters of the district San
Lorenzo of Riccione, BRAVI!!!.

<< Cesena, for 40 years next to you >>
Finally! And it is precisely the case to say it. In fact, after many months of work, the publication produced for the 40 th
anniversary of the Coordination Cesena Clubs was officially presented last 23 Novembre at the Club House of the “Dino
Manuzzi” stadium. As already widely publicized, the book, so much wanted by President Roberto Checchia and written
by Giovanni Guiducci and Ridolfi Diego, is a wonderful journey into the heart of the ‘bianconeri’ fans, lived through
testimonies, stories and anecdotes embellished with over 180 photos almost all unpublished. Already in the evening of
the presentation, the book, of over 200 pages, was bought by many fans many of whom had it signed by the authors. In
the next days “Cesena, for 40 years next to you” will be available, at the price of 15 euros, even in all
bookshops and newsagents.

In the meantime whoever interested can buy it from the Coordination main office in Cesena,
in via Cavalcavia 745 (tel. 0547.632502).
Part of the proceeds will be donated in charity to the Association “Claudio e i Giovani”, the ‘Sorriso onlus’
‘Casa Famiglia di Montiano’.

By AINC - Italian Association Napoli Club

<< Press release by AINC >>
[received and published]
The AINC – Italian Association Napoli Club – throught its president Saverio Passaretti intends remark on the unfortunate episode of the RAI journalist,
identify the neapolitan fans - according to him - from the smell, must impose to the attention of the Rai management a general problem that regards the
identity and the mission of public service on italian territory.
A dangerous and indefinable behaviour brought to the attention of so many young people and nourishes dangerous racist ideas
An international poor figurre that saves only the innocent fans that with so much passion follow the ‘azzurri’ in all the european stadiums, one question
arises [to put it as a wel-known neapolitan conductor...] but where has sport finished??
This is the only question that our association rises [also in consideration of the other unfortunate episode Livorno – Verona], always prodigal, instead, of
positive messages of brotherhood and solidarity in the hope that the punishment for these unspeakable acts is exemplary and determined.
It is inconveivable to do the utmost for decades to build a model of a fan always correct and sporting and see in a moment all washed away in the WC to resume the metaphoric
already adopted.
In the conviction that the only sentiment that animate all the supporter clubs of all italian teams is exclusively an exaggerated passion for their team colours, we will continue in our
honest and correct work.

AINC – Italian Association Napoli Club

By Riccardo Tommasi / Fabio Bernardini

<< Roccarossoverde, support and friendship >>
TERNI, 06 October 2012 - Even last Saturday against Cittadella the club “Roccarossoverde” wanted to demonstrate the great hospitality that
is traditionally proper of the people of terni. As has already happened in the other home matches against Modena, Cesena and Crotone, the
representatives of the club greeted the opposing veneti fans that travelled to Terni to support their team both before and after the match. From
Cittadella arrived only 7 granata fans, who having in possession special passes were accommodated in the parterre and not in the San Martino
terrace [i.e. the sector usually reserved for the host fans]. The ‘rossoverdi’ fans wanted to meet and welcome them and at the end of the match
there was a friendly “third time” in which the supporters of the two teams had a snack together. A pleasant convivial moment based on
gastronomic products typical of umbria and veneto, commenting with serenity the match. In short, a day signed by friendship. And for sure in a
few months, when the ‘Fere’ will visit Cittadella, the granata fans will for sure reciprocatethe friendly hospitality received in Terni.

<< Exchange of scarves for Roccarossoverde >>
<<Opponents on the field and friends outside>> - is the motto that distinguishes, as always, the club “Rocca rossoverde” of Terni.
LA SPEZIA, 14 October 2012 - It is now a healthy habit that of the club to effect a ’third period’ with the opposing fans before the ‘Fere’ matches. <<With almost all the fan
clubs - explains the president of the club ‘ternano’ Gianluca Petigliani - we seek to bring forward with vigor the idea that football is fun and not a war, believing its
essential, when its game over, to shake amicably the hands. More and more in La Spezia, a city that has many similarities
with our Terni, for the great demographic expansion that has marked in the 80’s both working cities, because many workers
from Terni immigrated to the shores of the Gulf for the umbro steel used in the shipyards. Not to mention the great passion
that both supporters have always shown for their respective teams. Even at the ‘Picco’ there is always 8,000 ’aquilotti’
fans>>.
Thus the initiative, also supported by the Ternana calcio, materialised even in La Spezia with a scheduled meeting with a
representation of ligurian supporters from the historic club “Piero Bragazzi 1985”, at the arrival of the coach from Terni. The
president of the fan club Gianluca Petigliani along with other club members, around 14:oo reached the hospitality area of the ‘Picco’
stadium. Here took place the exchange of scarves and the relative ritual photos. After the meeting the two delegations returned to
their respective sectors giving each other an appointment for the return match when La Spezia will visit the ‘Liberati’ and it will be the turn of Terni to reciprocate the hospitality.

